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MaxiPark The Car park Guidance system 

for Garages and Outdoor parking 

  
 

MaxiPark Guides the visitors to the best possible available parking slot. 

This saves a lot of time and minimizes the pollution. It also creates  

happy customers who prefer to come back. The usage of the parking  

can be 100% instead of the 90-95% for the traditional parking systems. 

The system provides Reports and analyzes about how the  

parking slots and zones are used and gives the  

parking owner an opportunity to improve the  

efficiency and availability of the parking.  
 

- Frequency of usage in different zones and   

  individual parking slots. 

- Average parking time.  

- Usage and Trends of usage.  

- Peaks during the days and peak days etc. 

- Integration to People counting with reports  

  and comparisons. 

- Notification of Vehicles Exceeding Parking  

  Limits 

 

Increasing Revenue. Reducing Pollution. 

100% usage of the parking,  

 Improving the Customer Experience.  
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A real guidance system must show the availability in the main directions and give a priority to the driver. 

MaxiPark has this functionality and it gives the visitors satisfaction. A satisfied customer buys more and comes back.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
            It is built on highly reliable industrial standard technology which means  

             minimum down time and long life time.  It enables integration to other 

             systems and control of peripherals. (e.g. BMS) 

 

Software and Reporting:  
All information is stored time stamped in a SQL database. 

Special reports can be set up by the user and connected to 

automated email at any time and to any person. 

 

The server is connected to internet for service and 

support from the supplier as well as automated 

System status reporting to the supplier. This keeps 

the system working without any interrupt.  

The Server shows a graphic map of the  

garage with all information of the parking  slot status.  

 

 

All control, history read out and simulation is supported. This lets you 

understand your parking in order to make improvements. 

 
 

Outdoor Parking 
MaxiPark works also outdoor. Inductive loops indicate presence of vehicles while strong color LEDs 

show from long distance if a free parking slot is available. The lamps will used as normal lights when         Up to 120 loop plates are 

they are not guiding. This means that the extra cost is low.                connected through one cable,  

MP-LoopPlate Is mounted on or in the ground on each parking slot                                        which makes the installation cost low 

MP-PostLED is mounted and serving 6 to 16 parking slots.
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The system design allows  very quick and   

    low cost installation and it is 

       just plug and play. 

Web reports 

Inductive loop plate 


